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I. Introduction
Modern fighter aircraft require maximum control performance in

order to have the upper hand in a dogfight or when they have to outma-
neuver an enemy missile. Therefore pilots must be able to maneuver
the aircraft very close to the limit of what it is capable of while at the
same time focus on the tactical tasks of the mission. To enable this,
modern flight control systems have automatic systems for angle of at-
tack and load factor limiting.

These types of systems can utilize predictions of the aircraft re-
sponse to pilot inputs and alter the properties of the closed loop sys-
tem to minimize the predicted overshoot. Two such design techniques
are model predictive control and reference and command governors.
Model predictive controllers are most often used as inner loop feed-
back controllers which alter the control signal as function of the pre-
dicted output while reference and command governors are applied in
an outer feedback loop around a nominal controller. There can be sev-
eral benefits from using reference and command governors compared
to model predictive controllers. First, the governors can be used as
add-ons to existing legacy controllers so there is no need to redo the
complete design. Furthermore the nominal inner loop controller can be
tuned to achieve good performance in the nominal case, e.g., use non-
linear feedbacks to linearize the closed loop system, and the governor
focus on the maneuver limiting task. It also gives a good modularity
such that one can replace parts of the control system without the need
to redo all of the design. Last but not least from a flight safety perspec-
tive it might be easier to certify optimization algorithms running in an
outer loop which can be turned off in case of failures without affecting
stability.

While model predictive controllers have been extensively investi-
gated for flight control applications [1–28] most of them consider re-
configurable flight control systems and only few focus on envelope pro-
tection and maneuver limiting [7, 13, 17, 21]. Even though reference
governors have been subject to research for quite some time very lit-
tle research has been performed on applying reference and command
governors to flight control design and maneuver limiting [23, 29–33].
Most of these papers consider simplified conditions with only a single
linear or nonlinear system and no complex simulation environments.

In the papers by Petersen et al. [23] and Zinnecker et al. [29] the
authors apply reference governors to the control of hypersonic vehicle.
In the paper by Zinnecker the focus is mainly on input constraints. Kol-
manovsky and Kahveci [30] uses a reference governor to handle control
actuator limitations of a UAV glider and compare this to an adaptive
anti-windup scheme and in the paper by Martino [31] the author inves-
tigates command governors for handling amplitude and rate constraints
on a small commercial aircraft. The authors, Ye et al. [32], investigate
reference governors for maneuver limiting in high angle of attack ma-
neuvers. They investigate and compare static and dynamic reference
governors with a reference governor structure based on a step response
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model of the closed loop system. The different reference governors
are evaluated on a linear aircraft model and the conclusion is that the
dynamic reference governor performs much better than the static ref-
erence governor but it has a complex maximal admissible set (we will
explain the details of reference governors in Section III). The gover-
nor structure with a step response model has comparable performance
with the dynamic reference governor but the complex admissible set is
replaced with a finite horizon approximation which is much simpler to
implement. The authors of [33] thoroughly investigates a robust com-
mand governor approach for constrained control of aircraft. They ap-
ply the robust command governor to one fighter aircraft and one small
commercial aircraft with both input and output constraints. The results
are promising but the simulations are only done in one envelope point
and thus lacks the added complexity of changing dynamics over the
envelope.

The drawback with robust command governor designs is that there
must be a margin to the constraint at all times to account for distur-
bances. In our case, when we want to use the command governor to
achieve maneuver limiting, this is not an acceptable solution. Instead
we need to consider soft constraints, achieved using slack variables.
An example of a command governor structure utilising soft contraints
via slack variables are given in [34]. Here the authors utilize the slack
variables and their weights to prioritise between various important con-
straints.

An interesting approach to command governor structure is pro-
posed in [35]. The authors considers only second-order systems with
input time delays and show that for these systems it is sufficient to con-
sider only four distinct time points per output in the prediction horizon
to guarantee constraint satisfaction. This reduces the computational
complexity of the online solution of the resulting quadratic program,
however it requires that the reference is kept constant over the predic-
tion horizon.

In this paper we extend the previous research and go beyond what
has been done before. We implement and analyze command governors
for maneuver limiting in the most complex aircraft models available at
Saab Aeronautics, surpassed only by real flight testing. The design is
made for an aircraft model with nonlinear aerodynamics that also vary
with speed and altitude and the implementation is done in Saab Aero-
nautics development simulator for the JAS 39 Gripen fighter aircraft.
Due to the changing dynamics of the aircraft over the flight envelope,
we can not use the classical structure of the command governor. Instead
we have to adopt command governor structure much like the reference
governor based on a step response model [32].

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II we will
briefly explain the aircraft model and simulation environment that we
have used in this study. We will also briefly explain the structure and
design of the nominal control system. A background to the theory
of reference and command governors are given in Section III together
with a discussion on the different architectural design choices we have
investigated. The final design and some examples from the simulations
are presented and discussed in Section IV and we conclude the paper
in Section V.
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II. Aircraft Model and Nominal Controller
This section outlines the aircraft simulation model used in this

study. We applied the command governor design to the most com-
plex flight dynamical models used at Saab to obtain a proof of concept.
The ARES model, as it is called, is described in section A. Section B
describes how the nominal controller is designed.

A. ARES simulation environment
The ARES (Aircraft Rigid body Engineering Simulation) tool is the
main flight dynamical simulation tool at Saab Aeronautics and is used
in the development program for the JAS 39 Gripen fighter aircraft. It
simulates the full nonlinear aircraft [36] with complex models for ev-
erything from the rigid body movement, nonlinear aerodynamics and
atmosphere to structure loads, hydraulics, engine and sensors, see Fig-
ure 1. The model of the aircraft’s nonlinear and varying aerodynamics
is implemented as a piecewise affine model, scheduled over the differ-
ent states of the aircraft as well as over the speed and altitude envelope.

Figure 1. The ARES simulation environment structure with self contained
sub-models.

The different sub-models are self contained and coded in For-
tran, C and C++ and they are automatically linked together to form
a complete simulation model for desktop or simulator analysis. ARES
also supports replacement of a submodel with real hardware to form
a hardware-in-the-loop simulation. ARES is used for flight dynamical
simulations and for flight control law development and clearance in all
parts of the development process, from early concept design to final
clearance before flight. ARES also has support for generating linear
state space models from the nonlinear data which is used in the design
and analysis of the flight control system.

In this paper we have used an aerodata model that is similar to
the Generic Aerodata Model (GAM) which is non-classified and freely
distributed via ADMIRE [37]. Also other Gripen fighter specific data
have been altered to declassify the research results.

B. The Nominal Controller
The nominal control system that is implemented in ARES for the AD-
MIRE like dynamics is an LQ controller with static feedforward and a
proportional and integral feedback from the tracking error. A simplified
schematic of the controller structure is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The nominal controller of the ARES model.

The ARES model is linearized around trimmed level flight at 25
different envelope points (of mach and altitude) in the subsonic region.

The short period dynamics is extracted from the linearized model and
used for control law design. The linear model is on the form

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) (1)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) (2)

where x(t) is angle of attack, the pitch rate and the actuator states, u(t)
is the elevator and canard control surface commands and y(t) is angle
of attack or normal load factor, depending on which variable we want
to control.

From these linearized models the LQ feedback gain, L, and feed-
forward gain, F , is calculated. The feedforward term is a static gain
calculated such that the closed loop system should have a unit static
gain, i.e.,

C(sI −A+BL)−1F +DF = 1

The feedback and feedforward gains are tuned to ideally give the closed
loop response y = Gm(s)r where

Gm(s) =
ω2
0

s2 + 2ζω0s+ ω2
0

and where the damping, ζ, and frequency, ω0, vary with speed and
altitude.

The pilot command to the controller is the increment in load factor,
∆nz,cmd, from trimmed flight. The reference input, r, to the controller
is then calculated from the pilot command as both a total load factor
command

nz,cmd = ∆nz,cmd + cos θ

and an angle of attack command,

αcmd = Kα/nz∆nz,cmd + αtrim

The pilot command, ∆nz,cmd, is limited such that the load factor com-
mand and angle of attack command stays within the specified design
limits

−3 ≤ nz,cmd ≤ 9

−8 ≤ αcmd ≤ 18

The controller then tracks either the angle of attack command, αcmd,
or the load factor, nz,cmd, command based on the current speed (over
corner speed the controller tracks the load factor command and below
corner speed it tracks the angle of attack command). From the selected
reference command a nominal response, ym is calculated as

ym = Gm(s)r

where the model, Gm(s), is the same for both angle of attack and load
factor reference commands.

The nominal response is then compared to the actual response of
the aircraft to calculate the model following error, e = y − ym. The
feedback term from the model following error is a proportional and
integral term trying to integrate out all model errors.

Due to uncertainties, model errors and disturbances on the real air-
craft the true closed loop response is never the ideal, Gm(s). Through-
out the flight envelope the actual closed loop response can have an over-
shoot of the design limits. This overshoot is highly undesirable since it
can over stress the aircraft or put it into an unsafe state. Therefore we
will add a command governor to the pilot commanded ∆nz,cmd which
alters the command to a new reference command that, as far as possi-
ble, will ensure that the design limits on the angle of attack and normal
load factor are not exceeded.

III. Command Governor Design
A. Review of existing methods
A command governor, or reference governor, is a device that takes the
reference input and alters it based on the current estimate of the system
state, x̂(t), such that the output from the system remains within certain
limits. The general structure of the closed loop system, from Figure 2,
and command governor is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The reference governor general structure.

The simplest form of a reference governor is the static reference
governor [38–40] which optimizes a scalar gain, γ, such that when
r̄(k) = γr(k) is applied to the system the output constraints, y(k) ∈
Y , are satisfied. This is done by solving the optimization problem [40]

maximize
γ∈[0,1]

γ s.t. Ax(k)+Bγr(k) ∈ O∞, Cx(k)+Dγr(k) ∈ Y

(3)
whereO∞ is the maximal output admissible set [41] and where x(k) =
x̂(t).The maximal output admissible set for a system x(k + 1) =
Ax(k) +Bw(k), y(k) = Cx(k) +Dw(k) is formally defined as

O∞ =
{
x(k) ∈ Rn | y(k + i) ∈ Y ∀ w(k + i) ∈ W i ∈ Z+} (4)

This can easily be generalized to a definition where the combination of
x(k) and a constant reference, r̄, is such that y(k) ∈ Y for all future
time steps.

Since the static reference governor can suffer from oscillations a
dynamic reference governor was developed [40] in which the reference
was parametrized as

r̄(k + 1) = r̄(k) + γ(r(k)− r̄(k)) (5)

and the optimization maximizes γ ∈ [0, 1] such that the successor state
is in the admissible set.

The dynamic reference governor is closely related to the more
flexible command governor [42] where the reference r̄ instead is
parametrized as

r̄(k + i) = γiµ(k) + ν(k) (6)

where γ is a fixed constant γ ∈ [0, 1) and the optimization vari-
ables are µ(t) and ν(t). The optimization problem is now formulated
as

(µ∗, ν∗) =arg min
µ,ν

‖µ‖2Q + ‖ν − r(k)‖2R

+

∞∑
i=0

‖y(k + i)− ν‖2P

s.t. y(k + i) ∈ Y ∀ i ∈ Z+

where µ ∈ Rp and ν shall be selected from the set of constant signals
such that the output in equilibrium is y ∈ Y .

A generalization of the command governor is the extended com-
mand governor [43, 44] in which the decaying sequence γiµ(k) in
the parametrization of r̄(k) is replaced by a fictitious system output,
C̄x̄(k), where the fictitious state evolve according to x̄(k + 1) =
Āx̄(k). The matrix Ā should be stable but otherwise the matrices Ā
and C̄ can be chosen arbitrarily and it is easy to see that with a certain
choice of Ā and C̄ we recover the original command governor formu-
lation. Gilbert and Ong [43] propose a shift sequence for the fictitious
system, i.e.,

Ā =


0 I 0 . . .
0 0 I 0 . . .

0
. . .
0 I
0 0

 , C̄ =
[
I 0 0 . . .

]

while Kalabic et al. [44] propose to use Laguerre sequences.

These basic principles discussed above have been extended to
cover, e.g., nonlinear systems, robust reference governors and other
types of structures. An excellent survey of the different types of refer-
ence and command governors is given in the paper by Kolmanovsky et
al. [45].

B. Command governor design for aircraft maneuver limiting
Let us now, for the remaining part of this section, consider the different
architectural choices that we have to make in order to find a suitable
command governor design for the maneuver limiting application. The
use of an output admissible set,O∞, in our implementation of the com-
mand governor is not suitable since the dynamics of the aircraft varies
over the altitude and speed envelope. The output admissible set which
is calculated based on the dynamics has to either be calculated offline
in advance based on a set of design points or recalculated in every it-
eration of the command governor. The second approach is to complex
since it would require to much computational power in the iterative pro-
cedure of determining the polytopic shape of the set. In fact the number
of inequalities describing the polytopic set might not even be finitely
determined [41]. The first approach would not require the extensive on-
line calculations but instead the sets must be robust output admissible
with respect to the model errors that come from the changing dynamics
and this defeats the purpose of our implementation. Furthermore no
theoretical guarantees can be made when changing, or recalculating,
the admissible set between two iterations.

An alternative approach is similar to the one in reference [32]. Sim-
ply constrain the N-step forward predictions of the model output, i.e.,

y − s(k + i) ≤ y(k + i) ≤ ȳ + s(k + i), ∀ i = 1, . . . , N (7)

where y and ȳ are the upper and lower limits for the output and s(k +

i) ≥ 0 is a slack variable added to soften the constraints. This of course
does not give any guarantees that the constraints can be fulfilled for all
future time steps, but it serves our purpose since we want to use it as a
soft maneuver limit.

The use of the N-step prediction as constraints requires that the
prediction model is explicitly implemented in the command governor.
A very simple choice is to use a discrete time implementation of the
desired closed loop response of the aircraft with the nominal controller.

Gm(s) =
ω2
0

s2 + 2ζω0s+ ω2
0

From the nominal controller we get, in each sample time, the current
desired damping, ζ, and frequency, ω0. The discretization can be done
in several different ways, e.g., using Euler forward, s = 1

Ts
(q − 1),

Tustin’s approximation, s = 2
Ts

(q−1)
(q+1)

, or zero-order-hold. The Euler
forward gives very simple analytical expressions for how the coeffi-
cients, a, b and c in the discrete time step response model, y(k + 1) =
ay(k) + by(k − 1) + cu(k − 1), depend on the current damping and
frequency, which are frequently updated.

a = 2(1− Tsζω0), b = 2ζω0Ts − 1− w2
0T

2
s , c = w2

0T
2
s

However the Euler discretization requires a sufficiently high sampling
rate to be accurate enough, see Figure 4. A high sampling rate requires
a large number of prediction steps, N , to achieve a sufficiently long
prediction time. The objective of having a long prediction time is that
we want the command governor to react earlier when a constraint vio-
lation is predicted.

If we instead use Tustin’s approximation or zero-order-hold dis-
cretization we can implement a lower sampling rate in the predic-
tion model and thus reduce the number of prediction steps required
to achieve the same prediction time. Although the zero-order-hold is
the most accurate approximation, it is exact in the sampling instants,
it doesn’t have the simple analytical expressions for the dependence of
damping and frequency in the model coefficients.

Implementing both the Euler forward discretization and Tustin’s
approximation reveals that the longer prediction time that can be
achieved with Tustin (with the same number of prediction steps as with
Euler forward) does not give any improvement in the performance of
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Figure 4. The step response for a continuous time system (blue line) and for
the corresponding discrete time system using Euler forward discretization
with sampling time Ts = 0.01 s (green line) and Ts = 0.1 s (red line).

Figure 5. Load factor response for the command governor with Euler dis-
cretization of the response model (solid blue line) and with the Tustin dis-
cretization (dashed blue line). Red line is pilot commanded load factor.

the command governor compared to the Euler approximation, see Fig-
ure 5. In this figure we can see that the load factor responses are almost
identical for the two discretization methods. The reason for this is prob-
ably that the desired closed loop response model, Gm(q), that we use
as prediction model, does not accurately enough model the true closed
loop system to benefit from the longer prediction time that we get with
Tustin’s approximation.

An attempt to solve this can be to add a model correction term, ε,
to the prediction model

ym(k) = Gm(q)r̄(k) + ε(k)

and then estimate the correction term online. A simple way to do this
has been suggested in literature to handle nonlinear systems [45]. This
technique uses the output from the linear prediction model of the sys-
tem

ylinear(k) = Gm(q)r̄(k)

and compare that to the true closed loop system output, y(k), to esti-
mate a constant model correction term

ε(k + i) = y(k)− ylinear(k) ∀ i = 0, . . . , N

and then add this to the prediction model output.
However when implementing this model error estimation in the

simulation environment only very little performance is gained, see Fig-
ure 6.

For our transfer function model the correction factor, ε, adds a con-
stant offset correction to the predictions and does not capture dynami-
cal model errors such as e.g., errors in the damping. Since the nominal
closed loop system has integral action the steady state error is minimal
and the true model error probably comes from dynamical properties.

As discussed in the beginning of this section, there exist several dif-
ferent possibilities to parametrize the command governor output r̄(k)

Figure 6. Load factor response for the command governor with model
error estimator (dashed blue line) and without the model error estimator
(solid blue line).

and to formulate the objective function. An intuitive and straight for-
ward formulation of the objective function is to simply penalize the
difference between the pilot commanded reference, r(k), and the ap-
plied reference, r̄(k), as

N∑
i=0

(r̄(k + i)− r(k))2 (8)

This objective function can be used with both static and dynamic ref-
erence governor formulations. However for our purposes the standard
formulation of the dynamic reference governor (5) is not suitable since
it requires that the governor is robustly designed with respect to con-
straint violations. If, e.g., a disturbance enters the system at time k the
parametrization of r̄ does not allow it to be reduced from the value at
time k, since γ ≥ 0, and hence cannot counteract the disturbance. In
our application of maneuver limiting we want the reference governor
to allow the output y(k) to reach the limit, but as far as possible not
overshoot it. Therefore do we want to allow the applied reference r̄ to
be reduced if disturbances or model errors predict an overshoot.

If we Instead choose to use a static reference governor r̄(k) ∈ Y
with r̄(k + i) = r̄(k) ∀ i = 1, . . . , N . This is a very attractive
choice since the optimization problem then only has one free variable
to optimize over and it becomes almost trivial to solve. However the
static reference governor might suffer from oscillations in the closed
loop response [40]. Even though our simulations do not indicate that
oscillations could arise this study is not enough to make conclusive
statements about that.

An alternative is to let r̄(k + i) be a sequence of free optimization
variables in an MPC like fashion. This gives the algorithm maximum
flexibility in the choice of future applied reference inputs but with the
cost of increasing the dimension of the optimization variable from 1 to
N . The simulations of the command governor does not indicate a large
enough performance gain to motivate such an increase in complexity.
In fact for some simulations there are no performance increase by us-
ing a sequence of reference signals in comparison to using a constant
reference, see Figure 7.

The best alternative seems to be the command governor [42] or the
extended command governor [43] parametrization of r̄. The command
governor gives the algorithm good flexibility but with limited complex-
ity increase. For the command governor approach with r̄(k + i) =
γiµ(k) + ν(k) we can adopt a similar formulation of the objective as
in Bemporad [42] and formulate it such as

minimize
µ,ν

β1µ(k)2 + β2(ν(k)− r(k))2 (9)

where the first term can be viewed as a penalty on the changes in the
sequence of r̄ and the second term is penalty on the stationary deviation
from desired reference.

Finally the objective function must also include some penalty on
the slack variables, s(k + i), used to soften the constraints (7). The
most common choices are to use a quadratic or a linear penalty. The
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Figure 7. A comparison between a command governor with a constant
reference signal and one with a sequence of reference signals in the pre-
diction model. Blue dashed line is the command governor with a reference
sequence and the solid blur line is the command governor with a constant
reference over the prediction horizon.

linear penalty has the advantage that if it is high enough it will force the
slack to be zero if there exist such a feasible solution and only non-zero
otherwise. On the other hand with a linear penalty the control signal
has a tendency to have more abrupt changes while it is fairly smooth
with quadratic penalty on the slack.

IV. Simulation Results
In this section we will discuss the achieved simulation results when

implementing an outer loop command governor in the ARES simula-
tion environment at Saab Aeronautics for maneuver limiting. The im-
plemented command governor is formulated as the minimization prob-
lem

minimize
µ,ν,sα,snz

β1µ(k)2 + β2(ν(k)−∆nz,cmd(k))2

+

N∑
i=1

(sα(k + i)2 + snz (k + i)2) (10)

subject to the following constraints

α(k + i) = Gm(q)ᾱcmd(k + i) (11a)
nz(k + i) = Gm(q)n̄z,cmd(k + i) (11b)

ᾱcmd(k + i) = Kα/nz (γiµ(k) + ν(k)) + αtrim (11c)

n̄z,cmd(k + i) = (γiµ(k) + ν(k)) + cos θ (11d)
αmin − sα(k + i) ≤ α(k + i) + εα ≤ αmax + sα(k + i) (11e)

nz,min − snz (k + i) ≤ nz(k + i) + εnz ≤ nz,max + snz (k + i)
(11f)

sα(k + i) ≥ 0 (11g)
snz (k + i) ≥ 0 (11h)

where the constraints are for i = 1, . . . , N . We have used the Euler
forward discretization for the response model, Gm(q), which gives the
following relation between the time steps of the predicted outputs

α(k + 1) = aα(k) + bα(k − 1) + cᾱcmd(k − 1)

with a = 2(1 − Tsζω0), b = 2ζω0Ts − 1 − w2
0T

2
s , and c = w2

0T
2
s ,

and similar for the load factor model. To simplify the implementation
we select the same sampling time for the command governor as for the
nominal controller, Ts = 1/60 s. The input to the command gover-
nor is the measured angle of attack and load factor at the current time
step and the previous time step as well as the current delta load factor
command. The selection of prediction horizon is a tradeoff between
performance of the command governor and size of optimization prob-
lem to be solved. The step response time of the nominal controller,
in well tuned design points, is approximately 2 seconds and it would

be reasonable to include at least half of that, i.e., N = 50 samples,
in the prediction horizon. However, from simulations we experienced
no noticeable increase in performance of the command governor for
prediction horizons above approximately 40 samples and hence that
was chosen as prediction horizon. Several different objective function
weights were tested. The β-weights were changed with a factor of ten
from small weights up to weights larger than the slack weight. In gen-
eral we also wanted a larger weight on the deviation from the pilots
reference input, i.e., β2, than on the transient behavior of the reference,
i.e., β1. In Figure 8 the load factor step response of the closed loop
system is shown for several different β-tunings. From this we can con-
clude that too small weights will cause a very bad response. This is
due to the shortcomings in the prediction model combined with an ex-
cessive weight on the contraint violations. If the weights are selected
larger than one, i.e., larger than the slack weight, the command gov-
ernor will not have any effect on the closed loop system. The ideal

Figure 8. The normal load factor response of the closed loop system for
different weight combinations in the command governor objective function.
The solid blue line is the weights β1 = 0.01, β2 = 0.1. The dashed and
dash-dotted lines are β1 = 0.001, β2 = 0.01 and β1 = 0.01, β2 = 0.001
respectively and the dotted line are the tuning with β1 = 10, β2 = 100.
The red line is the pilot commanded load factor.

weights from the simulations have been selected to

β1 = 0.01, β2 = 0.1

The formulation (10) and (11) is a standard quadratic program and it
has been implemented using the QP solver qpOASES [46]. Exten-
sive research has been performed to develop fast, real-time solvers for
quadratic programs [47–49] enabling real-time implementation in air-
craft computer systems. Additionally if we take a closer look at the
problem (10) and (11) we can see that it in fact only has the two free
variables, µ and ν, to optimize. All other variables are implicitly given
by these two. This mean that we can perform a simple bisection search
in the two variables to solve the problem in micro seconds.

To illustrate the achieved performance of the command governor
implementation in ARES we have made a series of bleed-off turns at
different mach and altitude points. A bleed-off turn is a maximum
turn in which the speed reduces continuously throughout the maneuver,
designed to test maneuver load limiting systems. If the maneuver is
initiated at speeds above corner speed then the load factor limit will be
the most limiting constraint and as the speed reduces the angle of attack
limit will become the active constraint.

In Figure 9 we have plotted the angle of attack and load factor
responses from a bleed-off turn initiated at Mach 0.75 and altitude 1000
m.

The upper two figures show the angle of attack and load factor
response and the lower two figures show the commanded load factor
and angle of attack as calculated from the pilot stick input. The green
thick lines show the responses with the command governor and the
blue thin lines the responses without the command governor. In this
simulation the command governor achieves a distinct reduction in the
maneuver limit overshoot, from about 0.6 g to 0.1 g overshoot in load
factor and 1.2 degrees to 0.2 degrees in angle of attack.
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Figure 9. An ARES simulation of a bleed-off turn from Mach 0.75 and
altitude 1000 m.

In the lower parts of the figure we can see that at the beginning of
the maneuver the command governor does not interfere with the pilots
command, but as soon as the command governor predicts an overshoot
of the maneuver limit it modifies the commanded load factor change,
∆nz,cmd, which is used to calculate the commands, nz,cmd and αcmd.
By more closely examining the figures one can see that the command
governor reacts fairly late, approximately 0.1 s., before the overshoot,
compared to the prediction horizon, which is 0.67 s. long. We have
tried several different ways to have the command governor react earlier
but without success. Our conclusion is, as discussed in the previous
section, that this is a result of an imperfect model knowledge of the
closed loop system.

At lower speeds, when the nominal maneuver limit overshoot is
even bigger, the short reaction time of the command governor result in
quite aggressive reference adjustment, see Figure 10. This aggressive
adjustment causes a small oscillation in the angle of attack response.
This is most likely a result of the tuning of the command governor
which is constant throughout the flight envelope. In a final implemen-
tation it is suggested to schedule the objective function weights, βi, as
a function of speed and altitude, just as is done in the design of the
nominal controller.
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Figure 10. An ARES simulation of a bleed-off turn from Mach 0.4 and
altitude 1000 m.

Also in this low speed case there is a significant reduction in the
overshoot. It should be noted here that the two illustrated maneuvers
in figures 9 and 10 are performed in envelope points that are not de-
sign points of nominal controller. This means that the true closed loop
response is not as close to the desired closed loop response as it is at
the design points. This means that the overshoot will be bigger here
and at the same time will the command governor have more difficulties
predicting it, i.e., we are studying the hard cases here.

If we instead investigate the response in one of the envelope points
where the nominal controller has been tuned we can see that the com-
mand governor makes only minimal adjustments to the reference com-
mand and there are in principle no difference between the responses,
see Figure 11.
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Figure 11. An ARES simulation of a bleed-off turn from Mach 0.6 and
altitude 6000 m.

V. Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated reference and command gov-

ernors as a method of imposing maneuver limiting in fighter aircraft
control systems. The proposed command governor structure has been
implemented and verified in the ARES (Aircraft Rigid Body Engineer-
ing Simulation) environment at Saab Aeronautics, which is the simula-
tion environment used in the Jas 39 Gripen fighter aircraft development
program.

The realism of the simulation environment gives proof of concept
since it is as close as possible to real flight testing, in this case with
the exception of implementing on target hardware. Due to the com-
plexity of the problem with nonlinear dynamics that varies throughout
the flight envelope the use of standard reference governor formulations
with an output admissible set is not suitable. In this paper we have
instead used a more model predictive control like scheme with a finite
prediction horizon and point wise in time output constraints.

The implemented command governor gives a substantial reduction
in the angle of attack and load factor limit overshoot. It improves the
design in envelope points where the nominal controller due to model er-
rors or tuning is insufficient. However in these areas the used prediction
model is not as accurate as desired. Methods to overcome the model er-
rors in the prediction model showed to be insufficient and future work
consist of analyzing the model error and developing a technique that
has a better potential of capturing the relevant dynamics.

As a design method the command governor as shown to be easy
to implement and tune. The feature that the command governor can be
used as an add-on functionality to existing control system architecture
makes it a very attractive choice for future development.
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